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This complete introduction to plasma physics and controlled fusion by one of the pioneering
scientists in this expanding field offers both a simple and intuitive discussion of the basic
concepts of this subject and an insight into the challenging problems of current research. In a
wholly lucid manner the work covers single-particle motions, fluid equations for plasmas, wave
motions, diffusion and resistivity, Landau damping, plasma instabilities and nonlinear problems.
For students, this outstanding text offers a painless introduction to this important field; for
teachers, a large collection of problems; and for researchers, a concise review of the
fundamentals as well as original treatments of a number of topics never before explained so
clearly. This revised edition contains new material on kinetic effects, including Bernstein waves
and the plasma dispersion function, and on nonlinear wave equations and solitons. For the third
edition, updates was made throughout each existing chapter, and two new chapters were
added; Ch 9 on “Special Plasmas” and Ch 10 on Plasma Applications (including Atmospheric
Plasmas). 
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Another Ebook Library Reader, “There is beauty left in our calamitous world.. Well written, and
starts from the very basics. If I knew it's this good, would've read it when I was in undergrad.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Perfect conditions. Product is good but I just hate this book so much ”

Tommy Chess Coach, “Comparing Several Authors and Editions for the Budget Minded. Frank
Chen is considered to be the father of modern Plasma Physics. I teach a course on
supercomputing and hypercomputing aspects of fusion, and as most reading this likely know,
Fusion itself has now moved almost entirely into Plasma Research as complementary
subjects.Some publishers bring out new editions every year just to rip students off, others wait
ten years and provide a wealth of new material. Over many years I've found Springer to be in the
middle, one of the more expensive publishers, but also better than most in providing real new
material. So, the question: how does this compare to the previous two editions?First, the original
2000/2001 edition is actually a classic, still fetching $100 US from many sellers, so that begs the
question. The Second, however, can be snagged for $26 new, so is it worth it to pay $75 to $100
for the "2016" (actually 2015 edition? Well, the truth is that although a lot has changed in plasma
in 10 years, NOT a lot has changed in fusion other than it becoming more and more integrated
with fusion research. So first, if you're getting this for plasma study, the new edition is absolutely
worth the investment, and both has and organizes a lot of material you won't find even on the
professional research web.Fusion is a little more murky. There are other good books on fusion
that give more robust bibs, but IMHO Chen is still the go to source for the combination of both,
which is where the R&D action is. If you're going into plasma this is a must, fusion, it is a should.
If you're very new to both, the second is still a real gem.Specifically, page by page comparisons
show light updates throughout, including errata and web suggestions, and the two new chapters
are on special plasmas, and plasma applications including some magnetic fusion (heavy
plasma, lighter laser). If this were JUST a fusion purchase I'd strongly advise considering the
second edition, however the most recent developments in that field are all design refinements of
plasma containment, leakage, waves, and mathematics, which is absolutely Chen's
wheelhouse. The closest (and in my opinion best) competitor to this fine text is Jeff Freiddberg (
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), and indeed Jeff does switch the balance to less plasma and more fusion. The 7 year
difference in the two publication dates that favors Chen here is more germane to plasma than
fusion, sadly!All three here are highly recommended but the distinctions are for those, like me,
who are on a budget and can't just go snag every new edition. BTW, also sadly, the many
"petaflop" developments in particle hypercomputing (my field) are only mentioned and not
covered extensively in any of these editions, meaning another trip to Amazon for one of several
supercomputing in physics texts, such as Segall or Mark Newman (computational physics). The
overview is there, but you won't find actual algorithms (pseudo or real), quantum sims, or code,
and need to go online for those after getting the refs from these fine texts.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 32 people have provided feedback.
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